The Mackenzie Multi-Strategy Absolute Return Fund gives you access to a wide array of alternative investment strategies in one mutual fund. This “all-in-one” alternative mutual fund can:

Deliver different return streams from expanded investment tools
- Use of tools, such as leverage and shorting allow the portfolio to seek to benefit from rising and falling prices across a wider range of asset classes and help create the ability to control the exposure to traditional market factors.
- The chart shows examples of possible different return streams generated by certain alternative strategies. These examples are not indicative of the performance of Mackenzie Multi-Strategy Absolute Return Fund or any of the investment strategies deployed within it.

Improve portfolio diversification for a smoother ride using alternative strategies
- Liquid alternative investment strategies can improve downside protection, reduce similarities to traditional benchmarks and smooth out performance over a full market cycle.
- The broad diversification of strategy spreads the risk of individual strategies, aiming to offer a stabilizing risk/return profile.

KEY BENEFITS
- Transparent approach
- Daily liquidity
- Low Min. Investment
- 81-102 compliant mutual fund*

*Received exemptive relief from certain 81-102 investment restrictions.
Sophisticated portfolio construction to better manage your risk

- Aim to achieve a positive absolute return and improve risk management in your portfolio.

Mackenzie Investments is an independent Canadian asset management firm that provides innovative solutions to help investors achieve financial success. Mackenzie has $127.1 billion in assets under management1 in its retail and institutional businesses and is part of Power Financial Corporation, which has $843B (CAD) in assets under management.2

Talk to your financial advisor about how the Mackenzie Multi-Strategy Absolute Return Fund can give you different sources of investment returns, better diversification and reduced volatility.

mackenzieinvestments.com

---

1As of December 31, 2017. Includes IG advised mandates.
2As of December 31, 2017.

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.